
1 Hit job is not our policy, says India on U.S.
charges

1 GDP surges 7.6% in Q2, goes past RBI forecast

10 A lot at stake

10 Broadcast regulation 3.0, commissions and
omissions

11 Is the emerging global order bipolar?

12 Understanding simultaneous elections

14 ₹2.23 lakh crore to buy 97 Tejas jets, 156
Prachand helicopters

14 Centre agrees to examine demands for Ladakh
safeguards

14 Navy gets ready for its biggest naval exercise
amid ocean engagements

15 Loss and Damage Fund cleared on Day One of
COP- 28 summit

16 India set to launch X -ray Polarimeter Satellite,
says ISRO

18 Core sector growth speeds to 12.1%

18 Fiscal deficit touches 45% of full- year target

II The spread of AIDS can be stopped with
science- backed protocols 

II Air pollution causes over 2 million deaths
annually in India: study

1 Manufacturing pushes GDP growth rate to
7.6% in Q2

1 Matter of concern, not our policy: Govt on US
charge; we told you so, says trudeau

6 DAC nod to buy 97 Tejas jets, 156 combat
helicopters

6 India, China working groups agrees to hold
commanders’ meet soon

6 Malaria cases continue to dip in India, up
globally: WHO report

8 $475 mn pledged to climate disaster fund in
good start to meet

9 SC: Governors acting as chancellor not
bound by advice of ministers

10 SURPRISE ON UPSIDE

11 The leader India needs to be

11 Trust and the machine

12 The Pannum problem in India-US ties

13 Fuel price revision viable for  only when crude
stabilises under $80 : Officials

13 Fiscal deficit touches 45% of full year target
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